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DEFINING THE EXPANDED
Sarah Breen Lovett
Since the 1960s, interdisciplinary crossovers amongst art,
cinema, performance and architecture have been referred
to as “expanded.” Thus, the title of this exhibition series,
Expanded Architecture, was developed within the lineage of
such practices as expanded art, expanded cinema, expanded
field, and expanded spatial practice. In each of these practices,
the term expanded was first used in very specific ways, but
then was broadly employed in a less-defined manner as the
terminology became adopted, morphed and adapted to suit
various interpretations. Rather than leading to the dilution of
the original intention, the process of expanding the definition
created multiple avenues for further definition, with everincreasing richness and myriad of levels of inquiry to draw
upon. Further, the avenues of inquiry associated with the
term expanded do not imply expansion by moving away from
the concerns of one’s own discipline, but instead they offer
an interrogation of one discipline by reframing it through
another.
Expanded art was one of the first adaptations of the term
expanded in relation to art practices. It can be traced back
to 1946, in reference to an exhibition of paintings exploring
new visual patterns in urban contexts, including “aerial views,
cloverleaf highways, electric power lines, skyscrapers, giant
airports and factories, a world of new scientific theories and
processes, relativity, atomic power, radar, psychoanalysis,
motion pictures and television.”1 It is interesting to note the
aesthetic links between these works of expanded art and the
early Bauhaus experiments in photography by László MoholyNagy.2
The term expanded art was then popularized by the
Lithuanian-born American Fluxus artist George Macinuas in
the mid-1960s through the “Expanded Arts Diagram.”3 In this
diagram, the expanded arts are first viewed as encompassing
a variety of practices, including verbal theatre, happenings,
neo-baroque theatre, collage, expanded cinema, kinesthetic
theatre, acoustic theatre, events/neo-haiku theatre, anti-arts,
and political culture. From a second perspective, the diagram
cites broadened use of expanded art as an umbrella term to
include not only various types of media, but also assorted
content, intents, and experiences. Evidenced through this
diagram, the historical use of the term expanded was adapted
to redefine the parameters of art practice.
Expanded cinema was coined in the 1950s by the
American experimental filmmaker Stan Vanderbeek to de
scribe multiple, shared cinematic experiences, whereby
people in one cinematic space have the same experience as
people in another cinematic space.4 Ultimately, Vanderbeek
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saw expanded cinema as a device for communicating be
tween cultures.5 Beginning in the 1960s, as documented
by Mekas, the term became used in reference to cinema
mixed with performance-based mediums, happenings, and
kinesthetic theatre.6 Vanderbeek, however, dismissed this
practice as inter-media, not expanded cinema, as the focus
was not on intercultural exchange.7 In 1970 the American
theorist Gene Youngblood also defined expanded cinema by
its inter-social implications: “When we say expanded cinema
we mean consciousness … man’s ongoing historical drive to
manifest his consciousness outside of his mind, in front of
his eyes.”8
Another faction of expanded cinema was created by
British film artists’ multiscreen, live-action events, including
those by the group Filmaktion. Although these artists did
not initially define their practice as expanded cinema, such
influential film figures as the Lithuanian-born American film
critic Jonas Mekas and the Austrian artist Peter Weibel did.9
Stemming from a background in structural cinema, this form
of expanded cinema was more focused on the processes of
film-making and audiences’ critical engagement, rather than
the creation of spectacle or illusion. As British film theorist
Jackie Hatfield notes, this type of expanded cinema aimed
to interrogate the parameters of the discipline of cinema
through “notions of conventional filmic language (for
example dramaturgy, narrative, structure, technology) that
are either extended or interrogated outside of the singlescreen space.”10
These artists are of particular interest because they
engaged with architecture to examine a formal, structural
type of expanded cinema.11 As Mekas notes, “The London
School is deep into structural researches, into process art,
and formal explorations of space relationships.”12 The British
artist Malcom Le Grice defined this type of expanded cinema
as formal expanded cinema and compared it to expanded
cinema, which aimed to create visual immersive projection
environments that he called total expanded cinema.13
The formal and total approaches to expanded cinema
outlined above are much more specific than the general
contemporary understanding of expanded cinema as a
variety of experimental film and projection practices that
expand physically and visually beyond the frame of the
screen and the traditional cinema framework. This broad
understanding of the term is described in the contextual
diagram of expanded cinema by Duncan White.14 The dia
gram includes 1920s Bauhaus filmic experiments, 1960s
happenings, as well as contemporary immersive interactive
environments and internet art.
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Expanded field was coined by the American artist
Robert Morris, but popularized by the American theorist
Rosalind Krauss in 1979.15 Both Morris and Krauss use the
term to define a set of postmodern sculptural practices that
extend beyond the plinth and context of the gallery. Krauss
notes that artists of that time “operate directly on the frame
of the world of art. The term expanded field is one way of
mapping that frame.”16 According to Krauss, artists such as
Morris, Carl Andre, Bruce Nauman, Richard Serra, and Robert
Smithson established their work off the plinth and in context
with their surroundings. In Krauss’s Klein group diagram, the
expanded field navigates the archipelago of architecture,
non-architecture, landscape, and non-landscape. These el
ements are the chosen parameters, because in the quest for
autonomy, modernist sculpture had rejected the context in
which sculpture sat, such as landscape and architecture. It
therefore became crucial to include them in creating a field
for postmodern practices.17 As the British theorist Jane Rendell
says, sculpture, therefore becomes a practice suspended
between a series of oppositions that categorize art practices
not by their similarities but by their differences.18 In this way
the expanded field is defined as much by what it is as what
it is not.
What is most significant about Krauss’s expanded
field for the development of expanded architecture is the
way in which architecture is situated. The term axiomatic
structures sits between architecture and non-architecture.
Krauss describes this as “some kind of intervention into
the real space of architecture, sometimes through spatial
reconstruction.”19 She calls the American Nauman’s LiveTaped Video Corridor (1967) “a process of mapping the
axiomatic features of the architectural experience—the
abstract conditions of openness and closure—onto the reality
of a given space.”20 Today, the term expanded field is no
longer used to refer only to sculpture in the context of
architecture and landscape, but also to architecture and
landscape in the context of art, writing, cultural conditions,
and social networks. The intensity of disciplinary inquiry into
the expanded field is, as the American historian Hal Foster
has described it, an implosion, as opposed to an explosion,
despite the appearance of an ever-expanding nature.21 This
is evidenced through interdisciplinary conferences, such
as “Retracing the Expanded Field,” where there has been
a constant working and reworking of the expanded field.22
Expanded spatial practice is arguably more closely linked to
expanded architecture than the expanded field, because of its
implied relationship to the spectator and situated-ness within
various contexts. Rendell coined the term expanded spatial
practice in 2009 as “an expanded consciousness of space:
thinking and practicing space in an expanded sense might
25
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then place emphasis on interior spaces of the psyche as well
as those external landscapes, but also on what it means to
operate spatially … establishing a relation between the two.”23
An expanded spatial practice could also be considered less
politically and socially motivated than Rendell’s other term,
critical spatial practice, which she describes as work that has
“spatial, temporal and social considerations.”24 In Rendell’s
definition of critical spatial practice, there is arguably a fine
line between art that evokes an effect and art that critically
engages with its disciplinary context.25
An interesting example of this delicate definition is
Rendell’s account of the material and phenomenological
investigations of the French associates Jean-Gilles Decosterd
and Philippe Rahm as critical spatial practice. Rahm’s work
is characterized by Rendell as questioning the parameters
of its own discipline and not just the effect of a space.26
Also of relevance is Rendell’s description of critical spatial
practice that is “at the edge of between and across different
disciplines, … adopting methods that call into question
disciplinary procedures.”27 That is, the expanded nature of
the inquiry is done specifically to interrogate the parameters
of one’s own discipline. Rendell offers the works of the British
artists Tacita Dean and Jane and Louise Wilson as examples
of self-reflexive and critical spatial practices that reframe
understandings of architecture through filmic installation.28
Foster describes contemporary art and architecture practices
as post-critical. By this he means practices that do not situ
ate themselves in terms of any critical inquiry and may have
a heightened concern with “subjecthood.” In relation to
installation that engages with architecture, Foster wrote
that a post-critical practice produces “spaces that confuse
the actual with the virtual and/or with sensations that are
produced as effects yet seem intimate, indeed internal,
nonetheless.”29 Foster cites the works of the American artist
James Turrell, Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson, Swiss
architects Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron, and Phiippe
Rahm as examples of post-critical practice. He argues that
through these works, “the phenomenological reflexivity of
‘seeing oneself see’ approaches its opposite: an installation or
a building that seems to do the perceiving for us.”30 Because
expanded architecture focuses on a reflexivity of one’s rela
tionship to architecture, according to Foster’s definition, it
could be viewed as fetishizing the subjective experience of
architecture through post-critical practice.
In summation, all the terms discussed above had various
influences on the selection of the title Expanded Architecture
for this exhibition series, situating it among this lineage of
creative practices that questioned disciplinary parameters.
There is evidence of two previous uses of the term expanded
architecture that predate the Expanded Architecture series
26

of exhibitions. The first was in 1966, in the American journal
Progressive Architecture, where “expanded architecture”
was used specifically to refer to the various experiments of
designing architecture while under the influence of LSD.31
The second example is from 1971, when a group of radical
architects, including Superstudio and 9999 in Italy, adopted
the term expanded in relation to architectural interventions
and their notion of the Separate School for Expanded
Conceptual Architecture.32 To be considered expanded
architecture today, in relation to this series of exhibitions,
something must be defined by an interrogation of the
discipline of architecture.
This paper has illustrated that, despite the unarguable
expansive connotations of the term expanded, when used in
association with interdisciplin-ary practices, it does not refer
to an indefinite expansion into other disciplines.33 Rather, it
is used to refer to an inter-nal interrogation of one’s own
discipline through the lens of other disciplines.34 That is,
expanded architecture questions what the parameters of
architecture are and how they can be examined through
other practices, such as installation, performance, moving
image, sound art, and so on. Therefore, it is useful not to
think of expanded as something that infinitely expands
outward in x, y, and z dimensions, but perhaps infinitely in
those of y and z shored up by the perimeters of x. It is an
eternal expansion of depth into the unknown that can be
considered infinitely richer than expanding in all directions.
This is not to say the terminology will always be used in this
way; in fact, to attempt to define, control, and monitor the
term could potentially negate its very potential. It is hoped
that if expanded continues to be used as a term, expanded
architecture will shed new light on architecture, opening up
new cracks in the wall to reveal and reconstruct our spatial,
material, sensorial, mental, social, cultural, and metaphysical
relationships to it in built form and as a discipline.
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